Abstract. Let Fq be a finite field of cardinality q and characteristic p. Let P (x) be any one-variable Laurent polynomial over Fq of degree (d 1 , d 2 ) respectively and p ∤ d 1 d 2 . For any fixed s ≥ 1 coprime to p, we prove that the q-adic Newton polygon of the L-functions of exponential sums of P (x s ) has a tight lower bound which we call Hodge-Stickelberger polygon, depending only on the d 1 , d 2 , s and the residue class of (p mod s). This Hodge-Stickelberger polygon is a certain weighted convolution of the Hodge polygon for L-function of exponential sums of P (x) and the Newton polygon for the L-function of exponential sums of x s (which is given precisely by the classical Stickelberger theory).
Introduction
Let A d1,d2 be the space of all Laurent polynomials in one variable x with poles at ∞ and 0 of orders d 1 ≥ 1, d 2 ≥ 0 respectively on the projective line. For our purpose, we may assume that each Laurent polynomial is monic at x d1 and hence the coefficient space A d1,d2 is an irreducible affine space of dimension d 1 + d 2 (in fact one may also assume vanishing constant term, but we will not assume it in this paper for ease of notation). In this paper p is a prime coprime to d 1 d 2 . Let E(x) be the Artin-Hasse exponential function, namely, E(x) = exp(
Let γ be a p-adic root of log(E(x)) in the algebraic closure of Q p with ord p γ = 1/(p − 1). Then E(γ) is a primitive p-th root of unity, which we fix for the rest of the paper and denote it by ζ p .
Let a be a positive integer and q = p a . Let P (x) be a rational function on the projective line with two poles of order d 1 and d 2 respectively. Upto an isomorphism over F p we may assume the poles are at ∞ and 0 and write
where a i lies in F q . For any positive integer k, let ψ k : F q k → Q(ζ p )
× be a nontrivial additive character of F q k and we fix ψ k (·) = ζ
. The k-th exponential sum of P (x) ∈ F q [x,
. The L-function of the exponential sum of P is defined by
It is known that
The most important information about the L-function is its reciprocal roots. They are Weil q-numbers, i.e., algebraic integers all Galois conjugates are of absolute value √ q. This paper concerns their q-adic absolute value. This can be effectively studied in terms of q-adic Newton polygon of the L-function. The q-adic Newton polygon NP q (P (x); F q ) of this L-function is defined as the lower convex hull of the points (i, ord q (b i )) i≥0 on the (x, y)-plane. Results about this Newton polygon can be found in [10, 11, 12] . This polygon is independent of the choice of base field F q in F p (even though the reciprocal roots of the L-function do depend on F q ). The relation between q-adic valuation of roots of a polynomial and its q-adic Newton polygon is explained in details in [6, Chapter IV] .
We fix once and for all a positive integer s ≥ 1. All primes p we consider will be assumed prime to s. We shall consider L(P (x s )/F q ; T ) and its reciprocal roots. Let σ ∈ S s be the permutation on the set {0, . . . , s − 1} induced by multiplication of p modulo s. We write its cycle decomposition σ = u i=1 σ i for ℓ i -cycles σ i (including 1-cycles). Let
So 0 ≤ λ i < 1. Note that ℓ i and λ i are invariants depending only on s, ν (defined as the least residue of p modulo s) and the cycle σ i , but independent of p. See Section 3.1 for more details. We now define HS(A d1,d2 , ν, s), the Hodge-Stickelberger polygon of L(P (x s )/F q ; T ), as the polygon with line segments of slopes and lengths
Note that this polygon contains segments (0, 1) and (1, 1), and it is symmetric in the sense that for every slope α there is a slope 1 − α of equal length (note that if σ i is the cycle containing r, σ j the one containing s − r, then λ i + λ j = 1). This polygon depends only on d 1 , d 2 , ν, s and is of total horizontal length s(
Our Hodge-Stickelberger polygon can be considered as a weighted convolution of the Hodge polygon HP(A d1,d2 ) of the L-function L(P /F q ; T ) and the Newton polygon of L(x s /F q ; T ) given by Stickelberger theory, see Remark 1.5 for some detailed comments. The following theorem states that it gives a lower bound of the q-adic Newton polygon of L-function. We use ≻ to denote one polygon lies over the next one and their endpoints meet. Theorem 1.1. For any Laurent polynomial P ∈ A d1,d2 , we have
These two polygons coincide if and only if p ≡ 1 mod lcm(
Then we consider the asymptotic behaviour of the polygons NP q (P (x s ); F q ) as p varies. It is known (cf. [7] , [12] ) that when p approaches infinity, there is a Zariski dense open subset U defined over Q of the space of rational functions with prescribed poles and polar degrees such that for any rational function lying in U(Q), the Newton polygon NP q (P (x); F q ) tends to the associated Hodge polygon HP(A d1,d2 ). For s > 2, one cannot hope such a result since there are one distinct Hodge-Stickleberger polygon for each residue class in (Z/sZ)
× . However we shall show that in each fixed residue class of primes, the situation is similar to the case s = 1.
These theorems about exponential sums have applications to the Zeta function of Artin-Schreier curves over F q , namely the projective curves C defined by affine equation y p − y = P (x) over F q . It is well known that all reciprocal roots of the numerator of the Zeta function of C are eigenvalues of Frobenius endomorphism, and they are Weil q-numbers. The following corollary estimates the q-adic absolute values of these reciprocal roots. We explore it via the q-adic Newton polygon NP q (C/F q ), defined as the q-adic Newton polygon of the numerator of the Zeta function of C. In this paper a constant c multiple of a polygon means that we amplify or shrink each slope length by a factor of c horizontally and vertically.
These two polygons coincide if and only if
Proof. Remark 1.6. We remark that in the above corollary, one may replace the affine coefficient space A d1,d2 by the moduli space AS g of Artin-Schreier curves of genus g :
as defined in [8] .
We conclude this section by providing general notation and outline of this paper. In the whole paper, we fix an integer s ≥ 1. We consider prime numbers p that are always coprime to s. We set q = p a for some integer a ≥ 1. The permutation σ is induced on the set {0, . . . , s − 1} by multiplication of p modulo s. We always write its cycle decomposition as σ = u i=1 σ i including 1-cycles. Finally, we denote by E(x) be the p-adic Artin-Hasse exponential function. Our main theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are proved at the end of Section 5. Similar result on twisted exponential sums is given in Propositions 3.7 and 4.2 of Sections 3 and 4 respectively.
Two lemmas about nuclear matrices
To make the proofs of our results as smooth as possible, we summarize some fringe results here. These results will be employed in Sections 3 and 4. The reader may wish to skip this section at first reading.
Let K be any complete non-Archimedean field with p-adic valuation | · | p . We refer the readers to [9] for basic facts about Serre's theory of completely continuous maps and Fredholm determinants. For any K-Banach spaces V and V ′ that admit orthonormal basis, denote by C(V, V ′ ) the set of completely continuous K-linear maps from V to V ′ . We say that a matrix M over K is nuclear if there exists a K Banach space V and a u in C(V, V ) such that M is the matrix of u with respect to some orthonormal basis of V . If M = (m ij ) i,j≥1 is a matrix over K, then M is nuclear if and only if lim i→∞ inf j≥1 ord p m ij = ∞.
be an a−tuple of nuclear matrices over C p . Set the block matrix
Proof. See [7, Section 5].
Lemma 2.2. Let {M t } t=0,...,a−1 be any nuclear matrices over K. Let A t be the set of all k × k submatrices in M t . Fix an integer k ≥ 1 and let c k be the coefficient of
, which is the infinite sum of (−1)
ak detN where N runs over all principal ak × ak submatrices in M [a] . Let N be such a matrix, and let N t be the intersection of N and M t as submatrices of M [a] for all 0 ≤ t ≤ a − 1. It is easy to see that detN = (−1)
t=0 detN t or 0 depending on whether every N t is a k × k submatrix of M t or not. So for p-adic evaluation purpose, we may assume every N t is a k × k matrix. Think of N t as a submatrix of M t from now on and N t ∈ A t . Our assertion follows immediately.
L-functions of twisted exponential sums
In this section we assume s|(q − 1). Let k ≥ 1. Let χ s be a multiplicative character of order s defined on
Fix an integer 0 ≤ r ≤ s − 1, σ i be the cycle of σ containing r, and λ :
where and ℓ-adic absolute value 1 for any prime ℓ = p. We shall study the q-adic absolute value of these reciprocal roots. We denote by NP q (P , χ r s ; F q ) the Newton polygon of L(P /F q , χ r s ; T ) defined analogously as that for NP q (P ; F q ). 
if j ≤ 0.
These are due to the fact that the weight of
These yield exactly the slopes of our Hodge-Stickelberger polygon given in Section 1.
We use ⊞ to denote the concatenation of line segments which are given via pairs of slopes and horizontal length so that the slopes are in non-decreasing order. Now we have the splitting of the Hodge-Stickelberger polygon into twisted HodgeStickelberger polygons below in the lemma.
Lemma 3.2. (i) We have
where the box-sum ranges in the distinct cycles σ i of σ, and for each i r i is a representative in σ i .
(ii) If ν = 1 then HS(A d1,d2 , 1, s) = HP(A sd1,sd2 ).
Proof. The first statement is clear by the definition of HS(A d1,d2 , ν, s) in (1). For the second statement, one only needs to recognize that for p ≡ 1 mod s we have ℓ i = ℓ ′ i = 1 for every i and λ i = r/s for every 0 ≤ r ≤ s − 1 in σ i . The rest is explicit and elementary calculation.
3.2.
Trace formula for twisted exponential sums. Let Q q denote the unique unramified extension of Q p of degree a and Z q its ring of integers. Let Ω 1 := Q p (ζ p ) and let Ω a the unique unramified extension of Ω 1 of degree a in C p . Recall that
By taking Teichmüller lifts of coefficients of
. Note thatâ i q =â i andâ i ≡ a i mod P where P is the prime ideal in Ω a lying over p. For any 0 < ρ < 1 in |K| p let H ρ (K) be the ring of rigid analytic functions over K on the annulus with ρ ≤ |x| p ≤ 1/ρ. It is a p-adic Banach space with the natural p-adic supremum norm. Let the operator U q on H ρ be defined by (U q ξ)(X) :
of the Frobenius of F p to K such that τ (γ) = γ. Define three elements in H ρ (K)
These above are all power series in
by which we mean the composition map of U q with the multiplication map by H(X). Then α is a completely continuous K-linear endomorphism of H ρ (K) for some suitable 0 < ρ < 1.
and it is a polynomial in
Proof. This is a routine consequence of the Dwork-Monsky-Reich trace formula so we omit its proof here.
3.3. p-adic estimate of twisted exponential sums. Let 0 ≤ r ≤ s − 1. Let
Note that σ 0 (r) = σ −a (r) = r since s|(q − 1). We have
It is an easy exercise to verify that
and
Lemma 3.4. The maps α t are completely continuous K-linear endomorphisms of H ρ (K) for some suitable 0 < ρ < 1. We have
Proof. The first statement is Dwork theory. Using
This finishes the proof.
For any i ∈ Z, consider the p-adic Mittag-Leffler decomposition
Then from the p-adic valuation of the coefficients of E (see [5] ) we have
By p-adic Mittag-Leffler decomposition, every element in the K-linear space H ρ (K) can be uniquely represented as
Neither b unw nor b is an orthonormal basis for H ρ . Let M t be the matrix of α t with respect to the basis b. Its entries lie in
. From now on, we shall consider the coefficients liftingsâ i of P (x) as variables throughout this section, and set â = (â i ), then the entries of M t lie in
. Note that ord p (·) and ord q (·) also denote the natural p-adic valuations on the multi-variable polynomial ring
induced from that on Z p . We are ready to give estimates for the p-adic valuations of the coefficients of M t . Note that we omit the subscript t in the coefficients since no confusion can occur. 
Proof. See [13] page 1542-1543 for details.
the sum of k least numbers in L t . Split these k numbers in terms of j = 1 or 2 we have
).
By (7) we have (note that k 1 and k 2 do not depend on t)
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.5. 
The result follows from Lemma 3.6.
(ii) By the trace formula (6), we know that NP q (P , χ r s ; F q ) is identical to the slope < 1 part of NP q (1 + C 1 T + C 2 T 2 + · · · ) (see [7] ). The latter can be identified as the condition that We fix some integer k between 1 and d 1 + d 2 in the following, and we write
In this paper we should sometimes consider the coefficients a i of P (x) as variables and denote them by the vector a. The weight of a monomial t,1 (resp. detM
t,2 ) that does not cancel out with others. Moreover, the padic order s 1,t (resp. s 2,t ) of this monomial is minimal among the p-adic orders of all monomials in the formal expansion of detM
t,2 ). This monomial comes from a permutation σ 1,t (resp. σ 2,t ) in the permutation group S k1 (resp. S k2 ).
For J = 1, 2, let r J,i,j be the least nonnegative residue of −(pi−j) mod d J . Then we have
be the k × k submatrix of M t defined by the block matrix
Then the terms of minimal valuation in the expansion of detM
come from the product detM
t,2 ; they have p-adic order equal to s 1,t + s 2,t . Among these terms there is one non constant monomial, corresponding to the product of the terms found above, and coming from the permutation σ t in S k by composing σ 1,t and σ 2,t .
The product of the terms of minimal p-adic order in each of the detM
gives precisely the lowest γ-power term in
t . This term can be written as a product γ (p−1)s0 U G ν,r , where s 0 is defined above, U is some p-adic unit and G ν,r ∈ Q[ a] is some polynomial which becomes independant of p when p is large enough. From the remark in the previous paragraph G ν,r is a nonconstant polynomial in Q[ a]. 
Proof. It is clear that the k×k submatrix of M t whose determinant has the smallest p-adic valuation shares the rows of M
[k]
t . Let N be any ak × ak principal submatrix in M [a] . Let N t be the intersection of N and M t as submatrix of M [a] for all 0 ≤ t ≤ a − 1. We may well assume that N t is k × k matrix as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Now suppose for some t we have
Observe that row indices of N t are equal to the column indices or N t+1 because N is principal. Note that in fact we consider the subindices modulo a. Since N t has at least one column outside of the columns of M t−1 . Recall that the difference between minimal row valuations in M t is ≥ 1/d 1 (resp. ≥ 1/d 2 ) as p is large enough, depending on the location of the row in the matrix blocks. In comparison, the difference between minimal column valuations in M t is convergent to 0 as p approaches ∞. As p → ∞, we have by the same argument as that in [7, Sections 4, 5] .
As C k is the infinite sum of ±detN as N ranges over all such ak × ak principal submatrices in M [a] , the above inequality gives the result.
To simplify notations, we abbreviate lim p→∞,p≡ν mod s (·) by lim ν (·). 
An easy computation reveals that
d1 as p → ∞. This proves our second statement. 
Proof. By hypothesis, we may factor s as a product of two integers s = mn. Since gcd(m, q k − 1) = 1, the map x → x m is bijective on F × q k . On the other hand, since n|q k − 1, the kernel of the map x → x n is the set of n-th roots of unity, and its image is the set (F × q k ) n of n-th powers in F × q k . Thus we get
From the orthogonality relations on multiplicative characters, we have that Lemma 5.2. We have
T ). (12)
Proof. Since x → x q is an automorphism of F × q n for any n and P (x q ) = P (x) q , we have where r ij runs in all distinct cycles σ ij in σ a . Substitute this identity to twisted L-function defined in Section 3.1, we get after some elementary computation
where the product ranges over all distinct cycles in σ a . Group this product in terms of cycle decomposition of σ, we finish our proof.
